
tracking usage; recruiting and
mentoring new writers. During the
year under review, the service
experienced an important new
development with the recruitment of
an editor and translator based in our
Mauritius satellite office to translate
some articles, and work with writers
in the DRC, Madagascar, Seychelles
and Mauritius to originate stories in
French.

In the new website content
management system that GL is
moving to, it will be possible to
switch from English to French. In
addition to this expansion into the
Francophone region, the service has
sought to improve its offerings
qualitatively through themed offerings
that are linked to important dates,
processes and events.

Special series
Sixteen Days of Activism on Gender Violence: Monthly tracking
of stories produced and published shows a close correlation
between special series produced by the service, volume and
usage; especially during the Sixteen Days of Activism in November
and December when GL produces “I” Stories or first hand accounts
of surviving gender violence.

By Debbie Walter, English editor and
Marie Annick Savripene, French editor

The Gender Links Opinion and Commentary service and its
related processes and products aims to provide an average of ten
stories per month with “fresh views on every day news” to editors
for publication around the region. The GL Service also aims to
support and encourage writers to engage with gender issues and
to “make every voice count” by nurturing a new cadre of writers,
especially women, who may not otherwise have the confidence
to approach the mainstream media.

Activities
The service consists of an editor based in Johannesburg who
commissions stories and places these in the mainstream media,

“I” Stories: Healing through the power of the pen!

The “I” Stories is an annual project of GL started in 2004 to
document first hand accounts of women who have experienced
abuse directly or indirectly. Following a series of workshops
by GL and partner institutions to help survivors tell and write
their own stories, these are edited and distributed to
mainstream media through the GL Opinion and Commentary
Service during the Sixteen Days of Activism campaign.
Participants are actively involved in the launch of the book; take
part in media interviews and in the various advocacy activities
during the campaign such as panel discussions and the Take
Back the Night march. GL also tracks those who participate to
gain an understanding of the role of “speaking out” in the
empowerment of women and their ability to reclaim their lives.

Maleshoane Motsiri, pictured above first participated in the
“I” Stories in 2006. In 2007, she returned as a counselor of
survivors of violence and wrote the foreword to the “I” Stories.
In 2008, she contributed a powerful poem to the “I” Stories
series. Sweetness Gwebu participated in the “I” Stories in 2007.
At that time she did not want to disclose her name or have her
picture published in a book or any form of media, so she used
a pseudonym.

Early in 2008 she approached Gender Links determined not only
to participate in the project but adamant that she would
write the foreword to the 2008 series which she did. She had
regained her life, in particular her sense of self worth; as she put
it: “From my experience, the therapy comes from the healing
process made possible by writing and reading your own story.
It allows the abused to break the silence”.

In 2008 a young man who had joined the process as a counselor
decided for the first time to write about his own experiences of
abuse by his father as a child. He later wrote the following
E Mail to GL: “I would like to inform you that the “I” Story that
we wrote were very powerful. I took some books in Geneva for
the high level meeting on Sexual and Gender Based Violence
and the response was very good. Through my story I went to

different media and I’m now going
back to speak in Geneva next month
during International women’s day. I
can confirm that I story is a great
tool that drew people’s attention.
Stay in touch I will keep you posted
on any new developments.”

This project continues to grow both
in quality and outreach. In 2008,

77 people participated in the project in four countries,
with four different country booklets focusing on different
themes produced for the first time. Mauritius focused on
women and men living with HIV and AIDS and those involved
in care work; Namibia on young girls’ experiences of gender
based violence; South Africa on women from marginalised
communities; and Swaziland on women’s experiences of
gender violence generally.

WRITE ABOUT RIGHTS
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Monthly statistics on production and usage
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Each article is used, on average, about five or six times over for
these kinds of ways, increasing reach and impact.

The key challenge in the online tracking system is users’
resistance to registration. This has resulted in significantly
less views of the articles. It is hoped that the new website
now being developed will simplify this system, and by
incorporating a site-wide registration process, encourage
people to register.

Themes
Though gender violence continued to be a high priority
topic, the GL Service continues to focus on ensuring diversity
of themes. This included creating new categories for
Business, Unusual, elections and the Gender Protocol.
The diversity of articles is very important for maintaining interest
in the Service.

SADC Gender Protocol - The GL Service supported the SADC
Gender Protocol campaign by raising awareness of the process
and the issues addressed within the Protocol. Stories were
produced before the August 2008 Heads of State meeting, and
immediately following the signing of the document.

Business Unusual - In August 2008, GL also launched the book
Business Unusual, Gender and the Economy sharing lessons
learned and key insights from the Business Unusual training
seminars (see Media Training). To further disseminate this
information, a number of articles were produced based on excerpts
from the book.

Xenophobia - Following the May eruption of xenophobic violence
in South Africa, GL featured three articles around a gender
perspective on the crisis. The service also produced several more
articles following up the events, and around the issue of
xenophobia, in order to contribute to keeping it in the news.

Financing for Gender Equality - As part of an initiative for GEMSA,
supported by UNIFEM, the GL service commissioned and
distributed four articles on financing for gender equality.

Conference newspapers
During the year under review, GL participated in two key activities
to leverage the service: production of daily newspapers at the
Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) Sixth African Development
Forum in November 2008 which focused on gender violence
and women’s empowerment as well as the 53rd Commission on
the Status of Women meeting on equal sharing of responsibilities
between women and men. GL also worked with BU participants
in producing a daily on-line newspaper during the GEM Summit.

Outputs

Tracking and usage
The table shows the number of articles produced since 2005/2006
compared to average usage (i.e. the number of clippings received
divided by the number of stories). In 2008/2009 GL produced a
total of 114 articles, used an average of 3.5 times each. The
figures are slightly lower than the previous year (128 articles used
an average of 4.1 times each) as we focused on establishing the
Francophone service. We expect considerable pick up in the
coming year.

Production and usage of commentary service

Tracking usage is a challenge in the age of the Internet as we
cannot always be sure of how every story is used. The primary
source of tracking data is through direct contact with editors, the
feedback they provide on usage, and copies of articles kept by
marketing representatives in the various countries.

The online tracking system in place since January 2007
has significantly contributed to knowledge of how the
articles are used. This system tracks the users i.e. who is
reading the article, what country they are from, organisation,
occupation, etc, as well as how are they using the articles, - for
personal interest, research, redistribution, republication, etc.
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2005/2006

126

2.6

2006/2007

103

3.0

Stories

Produced

Average

Use

2008/2009

114

3.5

2007/2008

128

4.1

Other uses of the service

Personal use
Distribution
colleagues

Distribution
list-serv
Research
Republishing
online
Republishing
in print
Publishing in
media outlet
(circulation over 10 000)

Republishing
in media outlet
(circulation over 10 000)

Radio/television
Training material

Themes covered by the service

Themes

Politics
Protocol

Labour
Media

Refugees

Sports
Trafficking

Reproductive Health
Sex Work

Business Unusual
Cultural and Tradition
Elections

Gender Violence
HIV/AIDS
Human Rights
“I” Stories

Economics
Gender Equality



Country focus of stories
Of the 114 stories, 36 came from South Africa (which accounts
for half the population on the region); 16 were regional; 14
from Zimbabwe and 9 from Malawi. We continue to work on
diversifying the origin of stories.

Outcomes

Creating discussion
Some of the more interesting aspects of the service are difficult
to quantify and rely on anecdotal input from writers and editors.
One of the strengths of the service is its ability to promote
discussion on gender issues.

Promoting diversity
The GL service is committed to creating ongoing relationship
with writers, and in giving new writers opportunities to participate.
The graphs show that during the year under review new writers
constituted 41% of the total. While the service has a strong focus
on encouraging and supporting women to make their voice heard,
we also welcome male voices on gender issues, and are pleased
to report that men constituted 20% of the contributors in the year
under review.

Capacity building
In February, the Francophone director and new editor held a
capacity building workshop for ten journalists from the DRC,
Mauritius and Madagascar who have now become regular
contributors to the service. The Opinion and Commentary Service
is one of GL’s best examples of an ongoing coaching and mentoring
programme. Writers receive regular feedback. They are also linked
to a multitude of GL programmes that enhance networking and
capacity building.

New
Writers
41%

Existing
Writers
59%

Male
Writers
20%

Female
Writers
80%
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Sisterly support through the Internet
During the 16 Days of Activism, the Media 24 website again
created a special section that highlighted the GL “I” Stories.
The website has a function that allows readers to comment
on what they read. In response to Gugu Mofokeng - Losing
everything and finding myself - readers posted the following
comments:
• Wow, u should be applauded. To endure what you went

through and come out on top. God bless. Farzanah on 28
Nov at 10:22

• This is the craziest man on earth. Thank God he didn't kill
you. Am very proud of you for having the courage to leave
him. mlkob on 28 Nov at 12:56

• I'm close to tears over all you had to go through... you are
a true survivor and you make all women want to be just
like you. I'm proud of you and I salute you for surviving
and coming out a star. Loabetsoe Bokaba on 28 Nov at
13:25

• Respect, you just got me a lump in my throat. Yes, you are
right God is there for us when we need him. Good luck
and God bless. Shirley on 28 Nov at 19:17

• Your story really touched my heart. I know you will have
a wonderful ministry to abused woman and will be a
wonderful witness for Jesus Christ. Go strong and will be
praying for you. cheryl on 29 Nov at 08:04

• I am so proud of you as a woman. Thanks for sharing your
story, I have suffered an abusive relationship and it has the
most profound effect on an individual and their future. An
outsider watching does not understand the humiliation
that one suffers and the worthlessness one carries inside
for so long. It affects the prospect of future relationships
and the hope of respect from a relationship. I wish you joy
happiness and mostly love on your journey! Anon on 30
Nov at 07:15

• This sounds like a clip out of a horror movie but
unfortunately its not. All I can say is that that man is
possessed by the devil and only God can save him. I
don’t know how you did it but all I can say is that God
was on your side and he helped you to get out of this and
got you through. Hope you go from strength to strength
and may you receive complete healing. lemon on 01 Dec
at 08:13

Loga Virahsawmy and Marie-Annick Savripene are championing the Francophone service.



Next steps
• Cost recovery: This continues to be a question for the Service.

As the service grows in strength it becomes even more apparent
that the service should be able to generate income. The Mail
and Guardian is now paying for articles.

• Audio resources:  As in the last year, we recorded some of
the “I” Stories for radio and put these up on the website. The
new content management system will allow for far more
audio and visual material to be disseminated in this way. We
look forward to creating a more multi media environment for
the products of the service.
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Growing together
By Colleen Lowe Morna and Mukayi Makaya

The GL Opinion and Commentary Service has given rise to a
special partnership with Lets Grow, a community based
organisation in Orange Farm founded by Rose Thamae, a
survivor of a gang rape who contracted HIV nineteen years
ago.

In 2007, Thamae participated in the “I Story” project together
with her daughter and grand daughter - three generations of
women who have taken up the fight against HIV and AIDS.
The Sunday Times serialised the three stories in its column
“Everyone Knows Someone.” Since then, Lets Grow has been
catapulted onto the national and international stage (Mum
Rose, as she is fondly known, has over 500 references on
google). GL, Lets Grow and GEMSA have formed the
Amalungelo Trust to take advantage of social investment
opportunities in South Africa that help to raise resources for
the three organisations.

In February 2009, Lets Grow, GEMSA and GL worked together
to take a strong team to the 53rd session of the Commission
on the Status of Women that focused this year on shared
responsibilities between women and men, with a special focus
on care work in the context of HIV and AIDS. The story of Lets
Grow features prominently in a DVD produced by GEMSA
called “Making care work count.”

GEMSA and Lets Grow joined the March 2008 GL Board
meeting as special guests and helped us work on our strategy
and year plan.     Mum Rose subsequently thanked the GL
Board for several ideas gained that have been used to strengthen
“Lets Grow” institutionally.
She noted that she had
shared the GL Learning
Journey with her staff and
is getting the care givers to
document what they have
learned on the job.

In May, through funds raised
by the Amalungelo Trust. GL
assisted Lets Grow in
obtaining a prefabricated
“house in a can” to serve as
offices. GEMSA and Lets
Grow are working closely
together on taking the care
work campaign into full gear
since the adoption of the
SADC Protocol on Gender
and Development which
makes provision for the
recognition of care work.

GL is working with Lets
Grow to secure IT facilities
for the new offices so that
they can be used as a hub
for cyber dialogues during
Sixteen Days of Activism
campaigns.

What I have learned on the job
Although I joined GL with a background
in development communication and
experience writing and editing in July
2005, I have grown significantly in the
unique media genre of commentary/

opinion, writing for print media, and networking in media
markets. My editing skills have improved in both accuracy and
speed over time. It would be difficult to capture all of the on-
the-job learning I have gained from Gender Links: the ability
to produce a conference newspaper in a short space of time;
exposure to the process of lobbying and advocacy for legislation
(as with the Gender Protocol); knowledge of organisational
systems; layout and design - to name just a few. Sitting in the
editors’ seat, I have had the privilege of reading the unique
gender perspectives of writers from around the region. My
understanding of how gender perspectives can be applied
to every issue and topic has changed the way I approach
work, and also my understanding of the world in which I live
- Debbie Walter.

Mum Rose speaking at the launch of the Let’s Grow offices.


